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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTIOX 
It has long been an arlm that h0111e and family life afford the 
best envil'Olllllent for a child 1 e healthy' physical, mental and emotional 
growth. HUIIIaJ. biological and psychological equipment and cultural tra-
dition require the continnit,y of the parent-child relationship to allow 
for desirable personality development. A:rry premature break in this con-
tinuit,y constitutes for the child •a profound 1111otional and social dis-
turbance that can never be altogether c0111pensated. •1 Ever,y effort 
should be made to protect the child and to maintain his bane f'ar hill. 
Only when the haas cannot be maintained and the child 1 s best interest 
indicates placement should substitute parental care be used. 2 
However, in reality, children are constantly being collllllitted 
to the Division of' Child Ouardianship whose parents, for varying reasons, 
have been judged in courts in the cOIIIIIIUI1it;r as being incapable of pro-
viding the :cecessar,y care and protection f'or their child. The children 
who are cCIIIlli tted to the DCG have been subjected to severe and repeated 
deprivations and frustrations. FamilJ" supervision has been ineffectual, 
parental control has broken down, and the parent-child relationship is 
damaged. 
1
child Welfare League of .America, Standards for Children' e 
Organization Providing Family Foster Care, March, 1941, p. 12. 
2Massachusetts Depar1iment of' Public Welfare, Minilllma Standards 
for Children's Foster Care !gencies, January, 1957, p. • 
1 
;: 
The caumitment of children to the DCG ~~~be either pemanent 
or temporary. In a permanent colllllli tmeato the child is placed in the care 
of the DCG until he is twenty-one or until such time as he ~~~ be con-
sidered by the DCG as no longer needing the services of the Division. In 
pemanent cOIIIIIitments the court, in effect, withdraws from the case after 
declaring the child "in need of care and protection" and the child is 
legally in the custodial care of the Division. 
In a temporary comnd.tment, the child is placed in the care o£ 
the DCG tor a short time, which might be a month or less or as long as a 
year, but -- and this is the most significant difference between pema-
nent and temporary cOIIIIIIi tments -- the court retains control of the child. 
He 111~ be in a DCG foster hCIIIe or in an institution but no further plans 
can be made for this child pending the next hearing on this case by the 
court. 
The high number or "temporary" cammi tments or children to the 
Greater Boston District Office is a matter of sreat concern to the DCG. 
OYer three-quarters of all the tanpCil'ary cOIIIIIIitments in the Commonwealth 
come from this district cc:mprising only thirty-eight of the three hundred 
and fifty-one cities and towns. 
Table l is presented to show the lllllllber of children cCIIIIIIitted 
under the "tanporary neglect" classification of the DCG by district of-
fices tor the fiscal ,ears 1953 through 1957 inclusive.3 
~assachusetts Department of Public Welfare, DiT.iBion of Child 
Guardianship, District Variation in DCG Functions, October, 1957, p. 9. 
2 
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TABLE 1 
CHILDR»l ROOEIVED INTO CARE OF mVISION ON T»4PPRARY 
CCHIT'lMENTS BY DISTRICT 
FISCAL YEARS 1953 - 1957 INCLUSIVE 
Nmaber of Children Received Per Cent of Total 
'57 '56 '55 '$4 '53 '57 '56 '55 •54 
All Districts 291 220 203 191 239 100 100 100 100 
Springfield 21 22 13 5 0 7 10 6 3 
Worcester 5 7 6 14 10 2 3 3 7 
Lawrence 17 10 29 30 20 6 4 14 16 
Boston 224 178 152 125 204 77 81 75 65 
Brockton 24 2 2 6 5 8 1 3 3 
New Bedford 0 1 1 11 0 0 1 1 6 
'$3 
100 
0 
4 
8 
85 
3 
0 
It is felt that IIISI1Y such cOEIIi tments are made vi th precipitant 
haste and are not the result of sound casework planning. All too often 
it seems that when an apparently shocking situ.ation is brought to light --
e.g., aaotberia found intoxicated in a cafe while her young children are :: 
lett alone in a dirty house -- vi th very 11 ttle study of the si tuatian 
the children are placed with the DCG by the court on a tsporary basis. 
Little thought seems to Sla given to the effect of this hurried separation 
on the children. The only thing to do, in the camnmity1s way of re-
acting, is to remove the children fraa the dr1nldng mother and the dirty 
home. The feelings on the part of soae m.aabers of the cCIIIIliUni ty re-
garding excessive drinking and leaving children unattended Sll.ong other 
3 
!:"------
'! 
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" 
"probl811U1" se• to create pressure on the courts for rEIIloval of the 
children from their 01111 hcae and caamitaant to the DCG. The feelings of 
the children for the mother, their emotional relationship to her, ap-
parently do not enter into the case. 
Years ago Child Welfare 110rkers thought that foster care was 
the answer much more than they do today. Placement of children 1n foster 
h0111es was such a silllple solution to so ~ complex and disheartening 
f'lllllil.y problaae, it became a panacea. Whether the parents' problaa was 
illness, mismanagaaent, immorality, alcoholism, f'eeblemindedneas, inade-
quate inccne, poor housing, erlction or plain perversity, foster place- 1 
ment seemed to provide a good solution. Foster care was easy to resort 
to f'or several reasons. It would be difficult to stand by and see child-
ren poorlY oared f'or. One tends to identifY with the helpless child and 
against the parent who doss not appear to possess the capability of' giving '• 
m1n:iJIIum care. 
laq child who is placed away from his 01111 h0111e suf'f'ers a pro-
found loss, aaotional.1Y and socially. Because of' the completeness of' 
the change, there is a shook to the child. Everything the child has 
kn01111 1n the past changes. Everything 1n his new experience is strange 
the bed he sleeps in, the location of' the bath, the closet f'or clothirlg, i 
the f'ood 111d its preparation, the felly routine, the toys, the yard, 
the school and the people are strange. 
The child may feel bewildered and lost, his whole world is up-
set and his sense of' security is impaired. Physical separation of' the 
child from the parent does not mean emotional separation. Both have a 
deep and abiding relatedness to each other. The parent lives on 1n the 
,, 
,, 
4 
•I 
child and the child in the parent. This relationship is always there 
readJ to assert itself in sane manner or other. Placement of the child 
weakens whatever family solidarity there is and is a big step toward 
famil7 disintergration. Placement itself cannot be the answer to caaplax: 
famil:f problems. Placement must be accaapanied by casework which includes 
first and foremost a sound judgment based on a penetrating study of the 
family proble111 or problems and how placement can offer a solution. Sound 
planning must be accanplished with preparation of parents and child. 
:: 
"When children and parents are rushed into court without preparation and 
planning, the situation is so fraught vi th fear am belligerence that con- :. 
structive, positive handling of a case is nearly impossible. 
Purpose of ~ Study 
This thesis is a study of the children in care and protection 
petitions coming into the temporary care of the Greater Boston District 
Office of the DCG during the period Januaey l, 1951, through June 30, 
1951. 
The purpose of the stud;y is threefold: 
1. To show the characteristics of the families involved. 
Maey statements have been made concerning the "type of fami-
lies" fraa which children are cOI!IIIIitted to DCG. Some of these pertain to 
the marital status of the parents, their religion, the number of children 
in the families, their place of residence and the precipitating problems 
as seen by the petitioners. Specifically, it has been stated that most 
of these children caae fraa broken hmes, i.e., one or both parents are 
dead, or the parents are divorced or separated. Also, it has been said 
5 
that most of the children are Catholic, few Protestant end none Jmsh. 
Concerning the residence of these children, it is alleged that the major-
ity CCIIIe from certain parts of Boston or Cambridge. It is factual data 
that will show us the actual, not 1118rel:7 alleged, characteristics of 
these fanilies. 
2. To show llhat agencies have been providing services to 
these faml.lies. 
Although there are a wealth of social agencies in the Bostm 
District, it is the general illpression of the DCG that the faml.lies o~ 
children who c11111e into the care of the Division from the courts have been 
known mainly to the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children, 
the DCG, or local boards of Public Welfare. The question arises as to 
what services, if ~. have been provided by these agencies, This (Jles-
tion in turn raises another: what is the relationship between the DCG 
and the SPCC end between DCG and the local boards? Here again it is 
necessary to examine the records to see if vague impressions are borne 
out by the facts. 
3. To show 'the nature of the court process in these cases. 
Although the court process, as provided by law, seems simple 
enough, questions have been raised about the proceedings in actual prac-
tice. Much has been said about bringing children into court end then 
ccmdtting thea to the DCG with undue haste. Also, it has been said that 
there are wmecessary delqs in the process. In short, it is held by 
': some observers that there are short-caaings in the process which should 
!! be corrected. It is a purpose of this thesis to scrutinize the proceed-
1' i: 
;' 
;• 
!! 
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ii 
ings in a certain mnnber o! cues to gain, it' possible, an objective 
picture of the court process. 
Scope ~ Method E!_ !,!!! Stg 
This study includes all o! the children in care and protection 
petitions to the court and committed to the care of the Greater Beeton 
District Office of the DCG under the classification of "te~~~porar;rn during 
the period January 1, 1957 to June 30, 1957. In all, there were one hun-
dred six children in this category llho came into care of this district of-
fice during the period studied. The one hundred six children canprised 
thirty-one fsily units. A schedule was drawn up md used in compiling 
the data for the thirty-one fanily cues. 4 The intake histories, in-
eluding previous contact with the DCG, the Social Service Index records, 
court reports and the recording of the court arraignments and hearings 
were studied in an attempt to answer the questions of the study. 
Li:lli tatione 
This thesis is based on the study of the oaee histories of 
children cOIIIIIIitted by the courts to one agency, the DCG, during a com-
paratively short t:I.Jae, six months. These histories varied widely, both 
ae to the clarity and the content of the recording. This was especially 
true regarding the material concerning the work o! other agencies ae de-
scribed in the DCG records. Nevertheless, within these lillitations, this 
study should prove of some value to the Division and to Child Welfare 
agencies in the Boston district. 
4A copy of the schedule is in the Appendix. 
" 
i 
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CHAPTER II 
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 
!:. ~ History 2!, Public ~ .Q!!:! ~ Massachusetts1 
The principle of public care of children was established in 
1635 in Massachusetts, when it vas the governor of the Colony- of New Ply- i 
mouth, rather than a guild or private person who placed Benjllllin Eaton, 
fatherless, with Bridgett Fuller, widow, by public indenture, !or four-
teen years. 
The 11 of Feb: 1635. Benjllllin Eaton, ye son of Francis 
Eaton, of late deceased, was, be ye Gover & Assistantes, 
with his mothers consent, put to Bridgett Fuller, widow, 
for 14 years, shee being to keep him at schools 2 years, 
& to imploy hill after in shuch service as she saw good & 
he would be !itt !or, but not to turns him over to any 
other, without yee Gover consent.2 
The principle of state responsibility was established just be-
fore 1675, when the Province of Massachusetts Ba;y accepted responsibility 
for the care of the poor who hsd fied to the To1111 of Boston, displaced by 
the actiOl:ls of King Phillip's War. The State, !or the care of the unset-
tled, created almshouses which bound out children who were in suitable 
condition, and three Y1!ars of age and over, relieving the State of the ex- ; ,, 
' 
pense of their care. 
Great waves of :i.Jmlligration increased the nlllllber of unsettled 
lKost of the materiel in this section was derived tram a re-
port by the Director of the Division of Child Guardianship to the Ad-
!! visory Board of the Department of Public Welfare, February 26, 1957. 
2 Nathaniel B. 
36-37. 
Shurtleff, Records of the Colo& of New Plplouth, 
8 
li 
!I 1i 
cases, and gradually facilities were increased. By 1863, the legisla- '' 
ture brought together the various services under the Massachusetts Board 
of' State Charities, which enunciated the principle that care in a f'llllily 
setting was better than in an institution. Gradually the institutions 
were cleared of' children, first, infants to three, then the older handi-
capped who could not be bound out. A far-reaching principle was also 
established at that time, f'or the State could now pq board f'or these 
children in foster hanes (as long as the board did not exceed the cost of' 
support in an allllshouse). It was this Board that recognized another first 
principle: the illportance of' treating children individually, of' knowing 
the child and investigating homes prior to indenture in the interest of' 
,: the child. In 1866 the Board appointed a visitor to supervise indentured 
wards, and the reports of' this vis!. tor led to the Visiting Agency Act of' 
11 1869, creating the of'f'ice of' agent and assistants, thereby- formally 
adopting this principle of' individual consideration. 
The practice of' placing children with families, even paying 
these families board, progressed under this Board and its successor, the 
Board of' Health, I.unacy and Charity- (1879) so that by 1895 all State 
wards were placed in f'81lilies, and the State insti'laltions were closed. 
Temporary hanes were used f'or children while awaiting permanent place-
menta. 
In 1898 the State Board of' Charity- became independent of' the 
Boards of' Health and Imlaey. The work with adults was separated fran the 
,, work with children by- creating the Division of' State Minor Wards. This 
ii action was a f'ulf':I.Ument of' the ideas realised in 1863, that children's 
li 
li problems are different fran adults' and that the duties involved required 
' io 
,, 
; 
' 
9 
a separate organization. 
In 1907 the principle of discretionary admission of dependent 
children was recognized, and in place of automatically accepting all ap-
plicants, community resources were explored to reconstruct families in 
the best interests of the child. If children had to be taken into care, 
parents were encouraged to plifY :tor support, thus promoting the sense o:t 
responsibility in the parents while ~~eeting the particular needs o:t the 
individual child and saving the State taxes. 
In l9l9 the name of State Departments were changed again; the 
State Board o:t Charity became the Department of Public Welfare, and the 
Division o:t State Minor Wards was named the Division of Child Guardian-
ship. In 1948 the Division of Youth Service was established and the re-
sponsibility o:t foster care for delinquent children was asSUIIed by that 
agency. 
Present Functions ~ !!!! Division o:t Child Guardianship 
The Division of Child Guardianship at the present tillle is one 
o:t three major divisions of the Department o:t Public Welfare and is ad-
ministered by a director responsible to the Camnissioner o:t Public Wel-
fare. The director of the Division is responsible :tor several programs, 
indicated in Chapters ll9 and 210 of the General Laws. All these pro-
grams are directly administered by the State itself through the Division, 
not, as is public assistance, by the cities and towns. 
The most prominent progran is foster care of children. Under 
the 1954 amendments of Chapter ll9 of the General Laws, which recognized 
wider definitions of children's rights, the Division receives :tor foster 
lO 
i! 
care any child for whose rights, not only to sound health but also to 
normal physical, mental, spiritual and moral growth, protection is 
sought by parents, agencies or the courts. What was called a neglected 
child prior to 1954 is now called a child in need of care and protection 
and who has been adjudicated as such by a court of law. A dependent 
child is one who needs foster care but haa been accepted upon the volun-
tary application to the Division by a parent or guardian or the ohild 
hilllself. Any child under twenty-one who needs foster care and can profit 
by it may be accepted for care. Questions of settlement, citizenship, or 
finances are never allowed to obscure the child 1 s need of foster care. 
Whenever possible, the DiT.I.sion prevents the separation of 
families, or reunites families once they are separated by helping to 
i! n change family situations. If nOl'llal flllllilT life cannot be reestablished, 
!: 
i' the best and most pen~~anent subsUtute fllllily is sought, so that child-
ij 
hood and adolescence mq be spent in one flllllily. If return to his 01111 
family is forever illpossible, the child's interests are best served by 
adoption. Finding suitable foster hcaes is one of the major problaas of 
the Division. 
The Division encourages use of the casework method in court 
cases, and emphasizes the casework aspects in each case. It is moti-
vated by the conT.I.ction that a child is best brought up in his own haae. 
The workers representing the Division in courts are required to ask the 
courts to allow the child to remain in his 01111 haas and to refrain fran 
making temporary eolllllitment when the child, family or Division is not 
II prepared for foster care or when all preferable alternatives to cCIIIIIIit-
ij ment have not been explored. I, 
I' 
,! i; 
1: 
1 
ll 
:: 
The Division is al.so responsible :tor licensing chlldren's 
foster care agencies, granting penaits to foster hmes to care :tor child-
ren not placed therein by local agencies, authorizing agencies to spon-
sor adoptions, and investigating :tor the Probate Court petitions :tor the 
adoption of children who have been placed in the adoptive hme by means 
other than a children 1 s foster care agency. 3 
·~~~ )League o:r Wa~~en Voters of Mass., Massachusetts State Govern-
ment, A Citizen's Handbook, p. 159. 
lj 
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CHAPTER III 
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE FAMILIES 
Sane children are neglected, abused or subjected to demoral-
izing infiuences by parents or others responsible for their care. Alao-
holism, poor standards of housekeeping and physical care of children, 
because they are obvious, are the major cause for cauplaints about these 
parents. Other important causes of caaplaints against parents are such 
behavior as: Prollliscuity, drunkenness, quarreling and fighting, child-
ren 1 s poor school attendance, abandonment or leaving children unattended 
while frequenting liquor establisbments. These problEIIIs were encoun-
tared in dealing with the family situations in the cases studied and 
i! 
II 
, will be discussed later in the chapter. Caaplaints are not made as of-
' I',, 
" 
ten about the less obvious indications of neglect and abuse such as are 
eJ!Pressed in the parents 1 restrictive and punishing attitude even though 
these ma;y be more damaging to the child. 
The problems in many ot the families studied were of such a 
serious nature as to challenge any agency or crnmmni ty. Basically, many 
of the parents appeared to be people unable, at least without a great 
deal of help, to assume the responsibilities of married lite and parent-
hood. They are the •hard core" families which have been known to prac-
!! tically all health and social agencies in their DIWlicipalities. In the 
I ,, 
,, 
li i ~ 
q 
histories of the parents themselves there were cases of broken banes, 
illegitimacy, mental illness, physical illness, immorality and alco-
holism. This generational pattern apparently existed among most of the 
families. In this chapter the characteristics of the families are ana-
13 
J.yzed und.er the topics: marital status, religion, children in the ram-
ilies, residence, and reasons for the petitions. 
Marital Status 
Table 2 indicates that over eighty per cent of the familY 
'i 
:; groups were without the presence or a father. or the six families mar-
~ I 
11 ried, living together, three planned separation or divorce. In eighteen 
:l 
i' cases the llllllTiage had been forced and in one instance a second marriage 
ii 
!' 
i ,, 
I! 
i! 
I 
I, 
!· 
was also in this catego17. 
TABLE 2 
MARITAL STATUS OF FAMILIES AT TIME OF PETITION 
TO COURT FOR CARE AND Plll'l'OOTIOII' 
Marital Status 
Total 
Single 
Married: 
Living Together 
Separated 
Widowed 
Divorced 
Number of 
Families 
31 
s 
20 
6 
14 
3 
3 
Per Cent 
of Total 
100.0 
19.3 
45.2 
ii With so rev !ather preset in theee faMilies, naturally the 
li II mother is the piTotal person. The responsibility o! providing alone the 
I! phy"sical care and supervision, management of a household, financial 
ll ~~ 
1: 
1: 
:I 
II 
I I il 
planning, and all the other necessary physical f'llnctions for the family 
aggravates the problems of these mothers. The emotional burdens of the 
mother add to the CaJJplexit;r of her probl-. There are increased de-
,, mends placed upon her by- the need of children far affection end guidance 
,, 
I 
;. previously 1111pplied by- the father. While the father IIIIey' have been ir-
" I' responsible in many ~a, he mli\7' have aeent considerable to the children. 
,, 
'i li The mother mq have difficulty- explaining to the children why the father 
is not in the household. She mq baTe difficulty- in evaluating with her-
self to what arlent she might be responsible for the loss of the chlld-
ren's father. 
l!el.igion 
There were no Jewish flllllilles involved in any of the petitions. 
j: 
j: Of the thirty--one fsilies, twenty--three, or 74.2 per cent, were Catholic. 
n 
The remaining eight, or 25.8 per cent, were Protestant. None of the 
Catholic families attended church regularly but in sixteen cases the child-
ren had been baptized according to their religious requirements. None of 
the Protestant families were members of a church or attended services. 
There were six llixed marriages. In three cases the father Willi 
Catholic and the mother Protestant. In the other three the 110ther 1188 
!; Catholic and the father Protestant. In this stud;y the religion of the 
mother determined the religion of the fanily follovillg the general policy 
:: 
i' 
ii 
followed by- the Division in this t;ype of si. tuation. 
Children !!! :!!!!! Families 
Table 3 shows the IIUIIber of siblings in the petition tl'<lll each 
family unit. The maximum J11lllber of childrea trom a single family- unit 
15 
was nine. Over 77 per cent of the cases were from fud.l.ies vith two, 
three or four children. 
TABLE 3 
NUMBER OF CIJTI,DREI!l IN PETITION FBOM THE FAMILY UNIT 
Size of Famil.y Number of Families Per Cent of Total 
Total families 31 100.0 
One chUd 3 9.7 
Two children 7 22.6 
Three children 9 29.0 
Four children 8 25.8 
Five children 2 6.5 
Seven children l 3.2 
Nine children l 3.2 
Table 4 shows the age distribution of tbe lo6 children in the 
i; petitions. The age range was fl'OIII one week to sixteen years of age. 
Nearly halt of these chlldren were of preschool age at the tillle of the 
petition, that is, 47.1 per cent were under seven years of age. The next 
largest group was fl'OIII seven through twelve years, comprising thirty-six 
:: children or 33.9 per cent. The thirteea through sixteen group was 18.8 
i!i 
!• 
I 
[; 
' 
,, 
!I II 
:I 
"  
per cent. The children in the petition included sixty-three girls aDd 
forty-three boys. Of these children 79.2 per cem were CatholicJ the re-
maining were Protestant. 
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At,e 
All ages 
Under 2 years 
2 years 
3 years 
4 years 
5 years 
6 years 
TABLE 4 
CHILDREN IN CARE Alfl) Pl!O'l1X:TION PETITIONS 
BY AGE, RELIGION AND SEX 
All Catholic 
Religions Hale Femal.e 
106 38 
8 0 6 
12 7 4 
9 3 2 
10 5 2 
4 1 2 
7 2 3 
7 years through 12 years 36 11 19 
13 years through 16 years 20 9 8 
Protestant 
Mal.e Femal.e 
5 17 
2 0 
0 1 
1 3 
1 2 
1 0 
0 2 
0 6 
0 3 
Hot al.l ot the children trcm these tllllilies were in the care 
and protection petitions, and many ot the siblings not in the petitions 
were in placements that would indicate a tllllily histor;r ot conflict and 
discord. There ware thirty-five siblings not included in petitions. As 
indicated in Table 5, twelve children who were not included in petitions 
:I were already in the care ot the OOG. Eight ot the twelve were pe:rma.-
'1 
Ill 
'I ii 
I' 
II 
:1 
nently cOIIIIIIi tted as needing care and protection aDd had been in care tor 
over five years. Ot these twelve children, six were trcm one tami.ly. 
Four ot the twelve were in care as depEII!dent children not cOIIIIIitted trom 
i ~ 
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court. Two of the four children located with parents were with their 
mothers in prison. Nine were with relatives and had been there for saae 
t:l.ae. or these nine, six children were illegitimate and had been placed 
since birth. The two adopted chUdren were also illegi tilllate. The three 
'Who were married were all !l'OIII the slllll8 fudly and had married young. 
Location 
All locations 
Under care DOG 
With relatives 
With parents 
Married 
Adopted 
TABLE 5 
LOCATION OF SIBLINGS NOT INCLUDED IN CARE AND 
PROTIOOTION PE'l'I'l'IONS 
Nvmber of Per Cent 
Children of Total 
35 100.0 
12 34.3 
9 25.7 
4 11.4 
3 8.6 
2 5.7 
Youth Service Board 2 5.7 
In hospital. 1 2.9 
UnknOIIIl 2 5.7 
The ages of six children not in the petition were not available 
II in the case records. The remaining twenty-nine chUdren' s ages ranged 
'I 
II 
~ 
li 
'I 
II 
li 
'i li 
frau. under ons to over eighteen. or these twenty-nine chUdren, 28.5 per 
18 
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cent were of preschool age at the tiae of the petition. Of the total 
number of children not in the petitions, 77 ,l per cent were Catholic and 
the remaining 22,9 were Protestant. 
Residence 
There are thirty-eight cities and towns within the geograph-
ical responsibility of the Greater Boston District Office of the DCG. 
As the figures in Table 6 indicate, 64 • .5 per cent of the cases with 67.9 
per cent of the children in the petitions lived within the geographical 
confines of the City of Boston. OVer 16 per cent of the cases with 12,.3 
1 
per cent of the children in the petitions li11ed in Cambridge. That part 
of Cambridge called East Cambridge was the residence of all five cases. 
li 
'! The ramaining cases were distributed with one case each in the remaining 
six cities and towns. 
The cases from Winthrop and Malden had lived only one month in 
those municipalities but both had resided over seven years in the Charles-
t011Il section of Boston. The other twenty-nine cases had long residences 
in the municipalities in which they were living at the time of the peti-
d tions. In fourteen cases the f!llld.lies had resided in these cities and 
:) 
towns during their whole lifetime, In eight cases the families had li11ed 
' 11 in the municipalities eight to twelve years. In the other seven cases 
the length of time in residence varied from three to seven years. 
However, there was muCh evidence of mobility on the part of 
:i i! these families within the municipalities. One notable exception to this 
li 
n was a fBIIIily which had resided in the same house for seventeen years and ;( 
li I' had lived within the same neighborhood a lifetime. This fBIIIily had also 
I' II 
il 
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been before the same court twice previously tor neglecting their child-
ren. The other thirty families had had lll8llY" changes of address according 
to the records of the Social Service Indax. Since tanily addresses ere 
li listed by the Index only when requests tor information are received by 
I' 
,: member agencies, it seEI!Is reasooable to assume that there were additional 
! moves made by these tlllllilies. The one family i'rolll Norwood had been 
I ,, 
!, evicted nine times within three years. 
TABLE 6 
RESIDmlCE OF FAMILIES AT TIME OF PETITION TO COURT 
Per Cent Per Cent 
i: Residence Fsmilies ot Total Children ot Total 
I' 
! All residences 31 99.9 106 100.0 
i! Boston: 20 64.5 72 67.9 I 
I 
R<xxbury 7 22.6 20 18.9 I 
\!. 
South End 3 9.7 10 9.4 
West End 1 3.2 2 1.9 
Dorchester 3 9.7 20 18.9 
South Boston s 16.1 19 17.9 
Charlestown 1 ,3.2 1 0.9 
Cambridge s 16.Z l3 12 • .3 
Chelsea 1 .3.2 4 3.8 
Winthrop 1 .3.2 4 .3.8 
Wakefield 1 3.2 .3 2.8 
Malden 1 3.2 .3 2.8 
Everett 1 ).2 .3 2.8 
Norwood 1 3.2 4 .3.8 
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Reason ,!2!: PetiUona 
Not all neglect and abuse of children is willtul. Saae parents 
who are trying hard to do what they think is best .f'ail in guiding their 
children because the:y lack knowledge of children's needs md sound child-
rearing practices. other parents are so overcome by the pressures, ten-
sion and anxieties of' living that they do not have the capacit:y, the 
skill, or the will to care .f'or and protect their children. Still many 
othars, because of their own histories of' emotional deprivation in their 
own rearing, are 110 immature or so self-seeking the:y cannot suppl:y the 
love, affection, and attention that children require. 
The main problEm as seen b:y the petitioners are shown in Table 
7. It 11hould be noted that these are precipitating causes for court pe-
titions. .Al.cohol.i811 was an outstanding 1J1111Ptaa of' deterioration in nine 
of these families, !lld was also present in a lesser degree in five other 
cases. Under this classification were placed those parents whose prob-
lEm with alcohol was 11evere. Drunkenness or occasional social dr:I.Dld.ng 
entered into the problEms of' the faadlies in such things as praaiscuit;r, 
children le.f't unattended zd poor superri.sion. 
Another major problan. was leaving children unattended. In 
five cases this was the reason .f'or the petitions. In all of' the cases 
in this classification there were no fathers in the haae. 
Under the classification of' poor housekeeping are included the 
caaplaints of' fil~ quarters, and rw1-down and inadequate housing. 
There were five cases in this categor,r. 
In five cases under the classification of' prCIIIiscui t;r there 
.f were men visiting, drln!dng, or both in the haas. Two cases in this 
- .. :- #=-- -
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classification involved a WCIIlan and her young niece living in the s111e 
'l;enemct • 
In the two cases or poor npervieion and the two cases in-
YOlving poor school attendance, the mothers were weak, :llmaature persons, 
having difficulties in coping with the ordinary details or eTerT-de::r 
living. In two cases fathers were accused or carnal abuse or a tEDal.e 
child snd in onJ.7 one case 11&8 a peUtion filed becSilse or physical 
abuse. The one abandoned cbl.ld, an infant, is classified in the table 
under abandonment;. 
TABLE 7 
PROBLEM AS SEEN BY PETITI(Jl'ERS IIf CAllE AND 
PROTJ!l::TIOlf PETITIOlfS 
Per Cct 
Problem Ifumber or Total 
Total petitions .31 100.0 
Al.coholia 9 29.0 
Children lett unat'l;ended 5 16.1 
Poor housekeeping 5 16.1 
Prcaiscuity 4 12.9 
Poor supervision 2 6.5 
Carnal abuse 2 6.5 
Poor school attendance 2 6.5 
Pbys:l. csl abuse 1 .3.2 
!bandoJDRent 1 .3.2 
. ---·-· --- - . 
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CHAPTER IV 
AGENCY ACTIVITY PRI(E TO CCJ!MITMENT 
Introduction 
The fandlies and children being arraigned before tbe courts be-
cause of fandly breakdown constitute a very smsll group of persons in our 
cOIIIIIIUJl:i ties who make a 1111 rginsJ. adjus1ment 111d are chronically !mown to 
social agencies. As casework teclmiques have been further refined and 
private agencies have moved ava;r trca scae of their earlier functions of 
providing relief, housing and other -terial services, this group of fam-
ilies has c0111e increasingly to the attention of public agencies, espe-
cially children's courts, The children and thal.r fandlies who are 
brought to the courts on care and protection petitions are usually quite 
sophisticated in the va;ys of agencies but resent.t'ul. of social workers, 
whom they view either as authoritative persons or as disappointing fig-
ures who cannot meet all of their fantasies &:lout magically improving 
their lot. 
A tremendous :l.mpact has fsllea on the courts and public agen-
cies who have legal responsibility in these situations but who m11st con-
stantly struggle with probl811.8 of large case loads, inadequate budgets, 
personnel shortages and the lack of defined .functions on the part of many 
private agencies, 
~ Agency Activit:r 
It is generally !mown that in aany cCIIIIIIlUiities ecae child wel-
fare services are duplicated, saae undeveloped, and others nonexistent. 
The extent of this s1. tustion and its effect on the lives of children are 
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often brought to light only by surveys or well planned studies. lfo at-
tempt is made her'e to anal:,yze the agenc7 services to these families pre-
ceding the time of the peti tiollll. Only one fsmily had no previous eca-
tacts with acy agency. This family was from Chelsea. In the histc:ries 
of the others, all were known and active with family m.d children's agen-
- cies including the DCG, the Catholic Charitable Bureau, New England Hcne 
1: 
i for Little Wanderers, SPCC, and local boards of Public Welfare • 
.Agency Activity!!~!:!, Petition 
At the tiJIIe of the petitions thirty f1111llies were active with 
social work agencies. The SPCC was active in twenty-seven eases but in 
four of these the activity was concerned primarily with the petition. 
Fifteen families were receiving public assistance under the Aid to De-
pendent Children category or General Relief from local cities and towns. 
In four of the cases the DCG was active at the time of the petition. 
Eighteen :t'smilies were on the case loads of two agencies. 
Three public assistance cases brought to Raxbur,. Court were 
active with the SPCC. However, in one case the reason for the activity 
was again only for the petition. The one DCG case from the same court 
I 11 was also active vi th the SPCC involving the petition. The rEmaining pub-,, 
' 
' I 
lie assistance case in this court was not active with acy other agency. 
In ell !our cases from the Boston Juvenile Court the SPCC was 
active, and in two of these so was the DCG or Public Assistance. 
In Cambridge Court the three cases on the caseloads of the SPCC 
1
: were also receiving services frolll other agencies, one from the DCG and 
li 
I' I il two from Public Assistance. 
:I 
ll 
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In Dorchester Court one family receiving Public Assistance was 
active with the SPCC llho also was providing services to the remaining 
two. 
In South Boston Court the f'i ve cases brought to court were all 
active with the SPCC. As Table 8 showa, four faadlies were also on the 
caseloads of other agencies. 
The one case fraa Chelsea was not known to any agency. 
In East Boston Court the one esse was active w.!.th Public As-
sistance and the SPCC. 
In Malden two Public Assistance cases were also on the rolls of 
the SPCC w.!. th the latter agency being acti Te in one case only for the pe-
tition. 
In Dedham the one family was acUve w.!.th the SPCC and Public 
Assistance. 
In the one esse fran Charlesto1111 Court, an abandoned baby, the 
SPCC was active at the request of the court on the dq of the petition. 
2S 
,i 
,, 
' !! 
--- -:-·-"#-::-:-··· 
Court 
All courts 
Roxbury 
TABLE 8 
FAMILIES KNOWN TO .AGENCIJ!S J.T TIME OF PETITION 
BY COURT MID .AGI!KCY 
Nlnnber of General 
Families SPCC DCG ADC Relief 
31 27 4 10 s 
7 6 1 4 
Boston Juvenile 4 4 1 1 
Canbridge s 3 1 2 
Dorchester 3 3 1 
South Boston s s 1 2 1 
Chelsea 1 
East Boston 1 1 1 
Malden 3 3 1 1 
Dedham 1 1 1 
Charlestow 1 1 
Discussion 
The SPCC is a statewide child veli'are organization with a cen-
tral office in Boston and other offices located in other illlportsnt cities 
in the state. Its major function is to provide casework service to fam-
ilies where parents are unwilling or unable to recognize the need for 
help and do something about it and whose children are suffering frau. neg-
lect, abuse, or other types of substandard care. In twenty-three cases 
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this agency was active with the families for a period of three months to 
ten years prior to the petitions. Twenty of the f8111ilies were receiving 
services for as IIIUCh as six months to a year. The other three were re-
ceiving services intermittently but were active for at least six months 
prior to the petition. 
Nearly a quarter century has passed since the Social Security 
Act established the Federal-state progrBII of finmcial assistance for 
needy families and individuals. During this period the Public Assistance 
progr81118 hsve becane an illlportant part of the SJq~anding role of public 
welfare agencies in the c<llliiiUili ty. The philosopb;y of these progriiiiiS em-
phasises as a basic service the strengthening of family life. 'fen of 
the cases known to agencies at the t:i.Jae of petition were receiving Public 
Assistance funds under the Aid to Dependct Children grants, a Federal-
State progrsm. Five fanilies were receiving General Relief grants under 
local and state auspices. It must be asS1Died thst saae type of social 
service and supervision vas available to these fanilies. 
The DCQ vas active in four cases at the time of the petition. 
In three of these cases, twelve children from the S!llle families were al-
read;y in the care of this agency and it is assumed some fsmily super-
vision vas maintained. 'fhe Division works with the families after COIII-
mitment of children to offer its services in areas of rehabilitation, 
referrals, support aDd other areas. In the other case the Intake Unit 
was processing an application for a ..oluntal'T placeaent of two children 
when the petition vas tiled by the SPCC. 
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CHAP'l'ER V 
COORT PRClCJ2lS 
In this chapter the laws under which childrEil are cCIIIIIIi tted 
by courts to the DCG will be discussed briefly, and the court process in 
these cases will be analyzed. 
!!:! Legal Framework 
In Clup ter II under The Present Functions of the DCG, the 
writer noted the amendments to Chapter 119 of the General Law as re-
codified in 1954. In Section l of Chapter 119 the Commonwealth states 
its objectives and purposesa 
It is hereby declared to be the policy of this common-
wealth to direct its effor1;s, first, to the strength-
ening and encouragemmt of family life for the pro-
tection and care of children; to assist and encourage 
the use by any faaily of all available resources to 
this end; and to provide substitute care of children 
only when the f1111ily itsalf or the resources available 
to the family are unable to provide the necessary care 
and protection to insure the rights of any child to 
sound health and normal peyaical, mental, spiritual and 
moral development. 
The purpose of this chapter is to insure that the chUd-
ren of the canmonvealth are protected against the harm-
ful effects resulting from the absence, inability, in-
adequacy or destructive behavior of parents or parent 
substitv.tes, and to assure good substitute parental care 
in the event of the absence, taaporary or p81'111anent in-
ability or unfitness of parents to provide care and pro-
tection for their children.l 
: 
:I 
!I 1c0111111onvealth of Massachusetts, Department of Public Welfare, 
i Mamal of Laws, pp. 59-60 • 
. ···+···· ·- - .. --···· " 
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Section 24 and 2$ of Chapter 119 describe the process used by 
the courts in care and protection petitions: 
The Boston juvenile court or the juvenile sessions of 
any district court of the CCIIIIlOillfSal. th, except the 
municipal court of the ci 1jy of Boston, upon the peti-
tion of any person alleging on behalf of a child under 
the age of sixteen years within the jurisdiction of 
said court that said child is without necessary and 
proper physical, educational or moral care and disci-
pline, or is growing up under conditions or circum-
stances damaging to a child's sound character develop-
ment, or who lacks proper attention of parent, guar-
dian with care and custody, or custodian, and whose 
parents or guardian are unwilling, inc0111petent or un-
available to provide such care, m83'" issue a notice to 
the department, and shall issue SUIIIIlons to both parents 
of the child to show cause wey the child should not be 
cOIIIIIlitted to the custody of the department of public 
welfare or other appropriate order made. If after rea-
sonable search no such parent can be found, sUDDIIons 
shall be issued. to the child's lawful. guardian, if any, 
known to reside within the CCllllllonwealth, and if not, 
to the person with wham such child last resided, if 
known. Upon the issuance of the precept and order of 
notice the court shall appoint a person qualified un-
der section three, to aake a report to the court under 
oath of an investigation into conditions affecting the 
child. Said report shall then be a*tached to the pe-
tition and be a part of the record.. 
When such child is taken into custody upon said pre-
cept and brought before said. court, the court m83'" then 
hear said petition, or said petition m83'" be cootinued. 
to a time fixed for hearing, and the court M83'" allow 
the child to be placed in the care of sme suitable 
person or licensed. agency providing foster care for 
children or the child. JJB.'3' be c<lllllli tted to the custody 
of ·th~ department, pending a hearing on said peti-
tion. 
In this thesis the notice issued to the department is called 
the "court notice" and the report made by the person qualified under Sec-
29 
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tion 3 of Chapter 119 is called the •court report." This section of 
the law provides that evidence ~ include reports to the court by qual-
ified persons. 
ter 119: 
Evidence shall be admissible according to the rules 
of the common law and the General Laws and may in-
clude reports to the court by any person who bas made 
an investigation of the facts relating to the welfare 
of the child 111d is qualified as an expert according 
to the rules of the common law or by statute or is an 
sgant of the department or of an approved charitable 
corporation or agency substantially engaged in the 
foster care or protection of children. Such persan 
may file with the court in a proceeding under said 
sections a report in full of all the facts obtained 
as a result of such investigation. The person re-
porting may be called as a vi tness by any party for 
exam1 nation as to the statements made in the report. 
Such examination shall be conducted as though it were 
on cross-examination.4 
The court procedure follows according to Section 26 of Chap-
If the child is identified by the court and it appears 
that the precept and swamonses have been duly and 
legally served, that said notice has been issued to 
the department and said report is received, the court 
~ excuse the child from the hearing and shall pro-
ceed to hear the evidence. If the court finds the al-
legations in the petition proved within the meaning 
of this chapter, it may adjudge that said child is in 
need of care and protection and~ commit the child 
to the custoey of the department until he becmes 
twenty-ane years of age or until in the opinion of 
the department the object of his commitment has been 
accomplished, whichever occurs first,; or may make any 
other appropriate order with reference to the care 
and custoey of the child as may conduce to his best 
interests,; and in appropriate cases shall order the 
parents or parent of said child to ~eimburse the com-
monwealth or other agency for care. 
4Ibid, P• 60. 
5Ibid, p. 66. 
il- ~ .. 
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Stated briefly 1 the legal process should proceed as follows: 
(l) A petition is filed in a court alleging that a child or children 
are in need of care end protection. (2) The court issues a precept to 
bring the child to court end also SUII!IIons the parents. (3) A notice to 
the DCG is also sent by the court so that a representative of the Divi-
sion will be present at the proceedings. (4) A person qualified as an 
expert in child welfare is appointed to investigate end to report to the 
court. (5) A hearing is held end an adjudication and disposition is 
made by the court regarding the petition. 
It liill be noted that there is a clear declaration respecting 
the policy of the Camaonwealth regarding the childl"en in Section l of 
Chapter ll9. The intent of the law is to be sure that the children are 
protected from the harmfUl effects resulting from the separation of 
children from parents. Proceedings under this chapter are in no sense 
criminal md nowhere in the chapter does the term neglected child or 
children appear relative to the children. 
It is the intent of the law that the children in the petition 
remain in their hane during the time the court appointed investigation 
is processed. Ideally, the process would proceed as described above. 
When the parents md children appear before the court and the petition 
is read, the court IIIU8t appoint saneone to IIUike a report. This report 
is used as evidence and 11111st contain sufficient information to be use:f'ul 
in a court of law in malcing a decision as to why" the child or children 
should not be callllitted to the Department of Public Welfare. 
In all of the cases studied there vas what the Division calls 
,f an "arraigllllent". At this time the petition is read, the children are 
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in court and usually the parent or parents are present. The court ap-
points saneone to make the study and a date is set for a hearing, usu-
ally in a 1110nth. In all the cases the arraignment was held on the ciq 
of the petition. The Division is particularly concerned about the large 
ll1llllber of children who are uprooted from their families without prepa-
ration at these arraignments. The following sections in this stud;y are 
a step bJr step analysis of these petitions and cOIIIIIitments by individual 
courts. 
_!!!! Peti tiona 
The court is not a casework agency and eTSn though there is 
some social vork orientatien, it remains a judicial agency, a part of 
our law enforcement structure. 
There are nineteen courts within the geographical responsi-
bility of the Greater Boston District Offioe of the DCG. As Table 9 
indicates, only ten of these are inTolTed in the study. Raxburr Court, 
with saTan oases, or 22.6 per cent of the cases, led the list. South 
Boston and Cambridge, each with five, or 16.1 per cent, followed. 
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TABLE 9 
PETITIONS TO COURT FOR CARE AND PROTJ!X;'l'ION OF CHILD!mi 
BY COURTS 
JANUARY l, 1957 THROUGH JUNE .30, 1957 
Families Children 
Per Cent Per Cent 
Court lftmlber of Total Number of Total 
Total peti tiona .31 99.9 106 100.1 
Roxbury 7 22.6 20 18.9 
Boston JuTenile 4 12.9 12 ll • .3 
Cambridge 5 16.1 l.3 12 • .3 
Dorchester .3 9.1 20 18.9 
South Boston 5 16.1 19 17.9 
Chelsea l 3.2 4 3.8 
East Boston l .3.2 4 .3.8 
Malden 3 9.1 9 8.5 
Dedham 1 3.2 4 3.8 
Charlestown 1 .3.2 1 0.9 
The petitioners are the persons or representatives of agencies 
who actually sign the court do01l111ent alleging that a child or children 
are in need of care and protection. Table 10 indicates the petitioners 
in all cases by courts. In the Dorchester, South Bostcn and East Boston 
courts all of the peti tiona were filed by the SPCC. In the Rcxb1117 and 
Bostcn JuTenile courts, the SPCC filed the aajorit;y of the petitions. 
.3.3 
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In the C8111bridge, Chelsea, Dedham and Charlestown Courts, the local 
police filed the petitions while they also tiled the majori t," in Malden. 
The SPCC filed nineteen, the police ele~ and a relative was the peti-
tioner in one case. Of the nineteen cases petitioned by the SPCC, seven-
teen were the responsibility of their Bostm office. 
In some cCJIIIIIUJti.ties the police, when they come across a ques-
tionable home situation, rush into court for a care and protection peti-
tion without referral to the SPCC, the chartered protection agency. It 
may later be learned that the case was active with the SPCC or other 
agencies. There are varying degrees of cooperation between the police 
and the SPCC. In Cambridge the police do not refer any cases to that 
agency and, as indicated in Table 10, the police were the petitioners 
in all cases from the Cambridge Court. 
:; 
TABLE 10 
PE!'ITIONERS FOR CARE AND PROTI!XlTION BY COURTS 
Petitioners 
Total 
Court Petitioners SPCC Police Relatives 
All courts 31 19 11 1 
Roxbury 7 6 1 0 
Boston Juvenile 4 3 0 1 
CBIIlbridge 5 0 5 0 
Dorchester 3 3 0 0 
South Boston 5 5 0 0 
Chelsea 1 0 1 0 
East Boston 1 1 0 0 
Malden 3 1 2 0 
Dedham 1 0 1 0 
Charlestown 1 0 1 0 
Referral 
Source 
There is no legal basis tor a referral to the Division. How-
ever, the Division has an agrEIEIIlent with the SPCC that a case conference 
will be held at least two weeks prior to a petition being tiled, so that 
s0111e plaming may be accanplished. The petition is the legal act al-
leging that a .child needs care and protection. The referral is the ap-
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proved social work communication to the responsible agency preparing 
thEI!I for the action anticipated by the petition. 
The referrals to the Division mq be from several sources as 
shown in Table 11. Ideally, the petitioners would refer the case to the 
Division allowing some tillle for the planning. However, this is not a1-
W!IT8 the case. Although the SPCC made nineteen petitions and the s11111e 
number of referrals, in one case at the Boston Juvenile Court a proper 
referral was never made. In the Dedh11111 Court, the SPCC referred the case 
after the local police filed the petition. In seven cases the court, 
through their personnel, did the referral. These mq be classified 
"courtesy" referrals in order to alert the Division to the petition. If 
this were not done, the only wq the Di'lision would be aware of the peti-
tion would be brought the official notice f'rom the court to the Division 
or the reception of the children, in many caaes after the arraignment. 
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TABLE 11 
SOURCE OF REFERRALS OF COURT PETITIONS TO 
nmm:oo OF CHILD GUARDIANSHIP BY COURTS 
Source of Referral 
All Probation Court 
Court Referrals SPCC Officer Officer Pollee other 
All courts 31 19 6 1 1 4 
Roxbury- 7 6 0 0 0 1a 
Boston Juvenile 4 2 1 0 0 1b 
Cambridge 5 0 4 0 1 0 
Dorchester 3 3 0 0 0 0 
South Boston 5 5 0 0 0 0 
Chelsea 1 0 0 1 0 0 
East Boston 1 1 0 0 0 0 
Malden 3 1 1 0 0 1c 
Dedham 1 1 0 0 0 0 
Charlestown 1 0 0 0 0 1d 
8Court notice delivered 1;o DCG. 
bnco Intake phoned SPCC after hearing fran a court office and was advised 
a petition filed. 
~eferred to Public Welfare, Malden. 
dReferred by Massachusetts General Hospital social worker - abandoned 
baby. 
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Method of Referral 
Of the thirty-one cases referred, twenty-nine were transmitted 
by telephone, one was the official court notice, and in the other in-
stance a JX:G worker was at court and was informed by a police officer of 
the petition. 
Tillling of Referral 
Table 12 shows the referrals to the Division by timing of the 
petition. If the Division and the cammmity is to i'ulf'ill their tunc-
tions of strengthening fasily life and provide the best type of service 
according to need, there IIU8t be sufficient t:illle for an adequate study 
and preparation of child and f811ily for the court process. In only 
eleven cases was the referral made to the DCG prior to the date of filing 
the petition and :1n no case was it done two weeks or more before the 
petition. In the majority of cases, seventeen, or 54.8 per cent, the 
referrals were made on the same day the petition was filed. 
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Court 
All courts 
Roxbury 
Bostcn Juvenile 
Cambridge 
Dorchester 
South Boston 
Chelsea 
East Boston 
Malden 
Dedh811 
Charlestown 
TABLE 12 
REFERRALS TO mVISION OF CHILD GUARDIANSHIP 
BY TlMING OF PEI'ITION 
Referred to DCG 
Before SaeD~cy" 
All Petition Petition 
Referrals Filed Filed 
31 11 17 
7 3 3 
4 2 2 
s 0 4 
3 0 2 
s 1 4 
1 0 1 
1 1 0 
3 2 1 
1 1 0 
1 1 0 
After 
Petition 
Filed 
3 
1 
0 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
When a petition is filed, the court sends a notice to the 
Division advising it of that action so that a representative may be 
present at the hearing, Table 13 shows the period of time that elapsed 
fran the time the court notice was signed by the proper official and the 
time the Division received the official notice to appear before the 
court, In eleven cases or about one-third of the total, the notices 
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were received on the same d~ ot signing which is also the date of the 
petition, The remaining notices were received from one to tour days 
later. This is significant, as in most cases sho1111 in detail in a later 
section, the children were committed to the Division on the date of ar-
raignment which is the same d~ as the petition and the court notice were 
signed, 
TABLE 13 
LmG'l'H OF TlME BE'l'WEEN DATE OF SIGNING OF COURT 
NOTICE AND ITS REXlEPTION BY DCG 
Time Between Signing & Reception Bz DCG 
One Two Three Four Date 
Total Same ~ D~s D~s Days Not 
Court Notices D& After After After After Recorded 
All courts 31 11 9 5 4 1 1 
Roxbury 7 1 3 3 0 0 0 
Boston Juvenile 4 3 1 0 0 0 0 
Cambridge 5 0 3 0 0 1 1 
Dorchester 3 2 0 0 1 0 0 
South Boston 5 3 0 1 1 0 0 
Chelsea 1 0 0 0 la 0 0 
East Boston 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 
Malden 3 1 1 1 0 0 0 
Dedham 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 
Charlest01111 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 
'Not signed. 
,-- ·-:---------··:-·------ -~~-- ---·-··---~-
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Arraignment 
'fhe intake policies of the DCG state that in court cases they 
have the responsibility to advance actively the plan they believe will 
best meet the needs of the child and the family. However, as indicated 
in Table 14, the worker was not present at eleven arraignments to carry 
out the policy of the Division, presumably because most of 'the referrals 
C8l1le on the same da;y as the petition and in all courts except Roxbury 
these cases are heard in the morning, It would seem most difficult to 
have a worker present in the early morning if most of the referrals are 
made the day of the petition and are practically all accomplished by the 
use of the telephone, 
TABLE 14 
PRE3EXCE OF DCG l«>RKERS AT ARRAIGNMENT BY COURTS 
Total Worker Worker Not 
Court Cases Present Present 
All courts 31 20 11 
Roxbury 7 5 2 
Boston Juvenile 4 2 2 
Cambridge 5 1 4 
Dorchester 3 .3 0 
South Boston 5 ~ 1 
Chelsea 1 0 1 
East Boston 1 0 1 
Malden 3 3 0 
Dedham 1 1 0 
:I 1 1 0 !I Charlestown 
~ -4-- c-·c· - · --c--::-_--,_-:-.=-- t:--
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Table 15 shows that in on:cy eleven cases at the arraiglllllent 
were any alternatives to immediate plac•ent with the Division discussed 
in court. It would seem most desirable far the child and his family that 
the intent of the laws pertaining to the care and protection of children 
be carried 011t, that is, that children shOilld ~ain at h0111e while the 
court investigation is being made. 
Court 
All courts 
Roxbur,r 
TABLE lS 
EXPLORATION OF ALTERNATIVES TO D!MEDIATE PLAC»m!T 
AT A!iRAIGBMEif.r 
Total 
Cases Yes No 
31 11 20 
1 1 6 
Bostcm Juvenile 4 2 2 
Cambridge s 2 3 
Dorchester 3 3 
South Boston s 3 2 
Chelsea 1 1 
East Boston 1 1 
Malden 3 2 1 
Dedham 1 1 
CharlestOIIII 1 1 
- =~~,~,-~~c "::::7:-.------=--- - - lf -
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Placllllllent After J.rraipent 
It would 11ean that there would have to be sufficient knowledge 
that a child could not remain in his heme, that no relative or neighbor 
resource was available, and that no caamunity agency was available or 
willing to assume responsibility tor care before a child is collllllitted to 
the Division. However, as shown in Table 16, atter the arraignment 
seventeen families, involving ti!ty-nine children, were cCIIIIIIIitted to the 
Division on a tEIIIporary basis. The SPCC accepted care and custody ts-
porarily of three families consistiug ot ten children. Two cases of 
nine children remained with their parents and one case or two children 
was placed with relatives. The placement in seven cases, involving 
twenty-five children, is classified as "divided" in Table 16 as follows: 
DOG eleven, SPCC ten, parents tour. The court decision in these cases 
was based on factors ot sax, age and placsent facilities available. 
Thus, ot the one lmndred and six children in the petition, the DOG re-
ceived seventy, the SPCC twenty, parents thirteen, relatives two, and 
one was hospitalized. 
All ot the children fran the Cambridge, Chelsea, Dedham and 
Charlestown Courts were camaitted tEIIIporarily to the care of the Division.·. 
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TABLE 16 
PLACEMENT CF CASES AFTER .ARRAIGNMENT 
Total Placement 
Court Cases Hosp. Parents DCG SPCC Relatives Divideda 
All courts .31 l 2 17 .3 l 7 
Roxbury 7 l .3 l 2 
Boston Juvenile 4 l l l l 
Cambridge 5 5 
Dorchester .3 l 2 
South Basten 5 2 l l l 
Chelsea l 1 
East Boston 1 1 
Malden 
.3 1 2 
Dedham 1 l 
Charlestown 1 1 
~ivided - This collliiiil denotes those fllllilies in which the children were 
"divided" between two agencies, between the parents 8D:i an agency, etc. 
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Hearings 
Introduction 
The lavs of the Commonwealth require that a certain procedure 
be followed before any child may be cCBIIIIitted to the care and custody of 
DCG. This procedure is noted previously in the chapter. A report to the 
court must be received prior to the time of hearing and should include a 
stuey of the faaily, the problems, and a plan based on treatment and re-
sources available. The hearing is conducted and the court must decide 
whether the allegations in the petition are proved within the meaning o! 
the law. Witnesses are heard, the report is read and subject to cross-
examination as evidence. These hearings are closed sessioll8, with only 
the principals involved in attendance. In many cases the children are 
excused fran the actual hearings. 
Reports 
In twenty-two cases the Division was appointed to make the 
court report. It should be noted that an investigator appointed by the 
court is assumed to be impartial and it might be contended that a party 
who had signed a petition for care and protection might be biased or 
:i prejudiced in the investigation. Thus the SPCC who signed nineteen peti-
tions would not be considered by the court to make these investigations. 
In the nine cases in which the SPCC was appointed to report, the police 
had made the petition. 
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Adjudication and Disposition 
It should be recalled that a court is a part of our law en-
forcement structure. When an allegation is made in a court of law a 
formal proceeding is instituted and it JRUSt be carried through to its 
finsl conclusion. In the eases referred to in this thesis the petitions 
for care and protection are not considered crilllinsl complaints against 
the children but all the proceedings are governed by statute and COI!IIIIon 
law. At the same time the petitions are being heard and processed there 
ma;r be criminal charges of neglect instituted against the parent and 
there ma;r be 111 adjudication of guilt;,- or not guilty according to the 
findings of the court and the decision o! the judge. The disposition 
of these adjudications mq include confinement in jail, probation and 
supervision by the court, fines or dilllllisssl of the complaint. 
In the case of the noncrilllinal peti tiona for children, the 
court follows a similar pattern. The court m.ay diBIIIiss the petition and 
the children will return to the parent or guardian. No adjudication or 
decision mq be made and the case may be continued by the court to a 
later date with the children left with the parents, or placed at the 
court's discretion. An adjudication mq be made that the children are 
in need of care and protection and even here the court can place at its 
discretion. The final placaaent or action taken after the adjudication 
is called the disposition. 
If the children are adjudicated in need of care and protection 
and are caamitted to the Division, there can be no continuances in the 
court involved. The responsibility for the children is legally the Divi-
sion1s. 
- -=-~~-o-::::::- ---
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In all cases the hearing was held one month after the arraign-
ment. Three cases including ten children were committed permanently to 
the Division on the date o:C the hearing. These three cases had been 
placed temporarily with the SPCC. The remaining twenty-eight cases were 
continued, ten without an adjudication, and eighteen with an adjudication 
but no disposition. 
The responsibility b;r case and court is shown in Table lB. 
TABLE 18 
PLACliMENT RESPONSIBILITY AFTER HEARING BY COURT 
Total 
Court Cases Parents DCG Relatives Divided 
.All courts 28 9 12 1 6 
Roxbury 6 .3 2 1 
Boston Juvenile 4 1 2 1 
Cambridge .3 .3 
Dorchester .3 2 1 
South Bostcn ; 1 1 1 2 
Chelsea 1 1 
East Boston 1 1 
Malden .3 .3 
Dedham 1 1 
Charlestown 1 1 
-~ =---rr--"" ·"-0- ::;_-;._ : -----~-- -
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The Division was responsible for temporar,r placement after the 
hearings for twelve families including forty-one childrea, parents were 
responsible in nine cases including twenty-five children, relatives in 
one case for two children. Responsibility was divided in six cases with 
the Division receiving twelve, parents five, and relatives eleven child-
[: ren. Thus after the hearing the Division received temporarily fifty-
i: 
three children, parents thirty children, and relatives thirteen children. 
It was noted previously that after the arraignment the DCG had 
seventy children, SPCC had tlrenty, parents thirteen, relatives two, and 
one child was hospitaljz ed. Ten of the children who were with the SPCC 
were penuanently camni tted to the DOG after the hearing. The other ten 
\': were placed as follows: DCG seven, parents three. Five of the children 
d 
who were with parents after the arraignment reverted to the temporary care 
of the DCG, the other eight remained at h(IIIEI. The one hospitalized child 
was placed in the care of DCG. Nineteen children who were separated fran 
their parents after the arraignment and temporarily camnitted to the DCG 
were returned to their hane and eleven children in the same category were 
returned to relatives. Thus, there were only thirteen children who were 
not in the care of DOG after the hearing. Of these, five were separated 
fran parents with three having a placement of one month with the SPCC and 
two being placed with relatives. Eight children ranained with parents 
through both hearings. 
Inasmuch as the DOG made twenty-two of the thirty-one court re-
ports, the philosophy of the agency was stressed to the court and this was 
li the reason for having so mq- children placed with parents or relatives 
ii 'Wltil an adjudication and/or disposition could be made. 
I' ,,
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.2.2!!£! Continuancu 
Of the twenty--eight cases continued by the courts, an adjudi-
cation was made in eighteen cases but there was a stay of disposition. 
In the other ten cases, there was no adjudication pending a decillion by 
the court. It may be suggested that the .families and children concerned 
in these continuances did not receive the casework services to which they-
should be entitled. As Table 19 indicates, responsibility- .for family-
super'rl.sion during continuance in eleven cases was divided between two 
or more agencies, md in eleven other cases the probation officers of 
the courts were responsible for this ser'rl.ce and supervision. 
TABLE 19 
AGENCY RFSPONSIBILITY FOR FAMILY SUPERVISION DURING 
COOTIIIUANCE 
A.genc;r 
Total Probation TWO or More 
Court Cases DCG SPCC Officer Other jgencies 
All courts 28 3 2 11 1 11 
Roxbllr,r 6 2 4 
Boston Juvenile 4 1 3 
CBI!lbridge 3 3 
Dorchester 3 l 2 
South Boston 5 2 2 l 
Chelsea l l 
East Bostm l l 
Malden 3 2 la 
Dedham l l II 
11 Charlestown l l 
I[ ~assachusetts Correctional Institution, Framingham ~l-- '·' · -.o .... occc .. - .. c.~~-- - · .... o ~== ~---= ~- ,-,~ ·· · 
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Family supervision as interpreted b,y the Division is that case-
work service giVEIII. to parents or relatives of children who are in the 
care of the agency. It must be recognized that giving casework: service 
to people who do not wish to ask for hel,p and about whan complaints have 
been made is a most difficult assignment, However, each f11111ily is as-
signed a worker who is responsible for this :Important function, 
The SPCC offered fsmily supervision to the courts in two cases 
where children were returned to parents. The Division, whose major re-
sponsibility is casework, supervised or serviced only five parents or 
relatives, although the;y had the ccmplete responsibility for twelve flllll-
ily groups of children and divided responsibility for the children in 
three instances, The Massachusetts Correctional Institution at Frllllling-
ham, commonly called the Women's Reformatory, had responsibility in one 
case of family supervision of a mother confined therein, 
Usually, the cases were continued for a month for each con-
tinuance. However, there were two cases for periods of three months and 
in one case there was a continuance of six months, The purposes of these 
continuances were usually to give the parents the opportunity to rehabil-
itate themselves under the supervision of the court. It is generally felt 
b,y the staff of the Division and other child welfare agencies that child-
ren whose cases are further continued in court and who are placed w:l. th 
parents and relatives do not receive adequate casework service • .Although 
the courts do provide probation services to these families, these serv-
i' ices generally consist 
II fice prior to the date 
l1 family's progress. 
::c•~~·-·•c•·•---·-~~- --•o.· 
of parents being summonsed to the probation of-
of the continuance hearing for a review of the 
L 
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These continuances by courts present many problems to the Di-
vision besides the obvious anxieties to the children and parents. At 
every continuance the children and the parents IID1St be present in court. 
The social 1o10rker must prepare the child :tor the experience and then 
L transport him to the court from the placement and usually back again to 
his foster home. 
Table 20 shows the number of contiDUances af'ter the formal 
hearing. In one instance in 'lhe Boston Juvenile Court a case was con-
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tinued nine times covering a period of' thirteen months. In two instances 
there were seven continuances each, taking seven and eight months re-
spectively, and in three cases there were five continuances covering five 
months. Of the !our peti tiona originally heard in that court, three 
cases ot seven children were pel'lllanently committed to the Division. The 1 
remaining case with five children was still pending or being oontiDUed 
at the time of writing this thesis. 
In Roxbury Court originally there were seven petitions. One 
family of' three children was pel'lllanently committed after the hearing. 
Of the remaining six oases, one was contiDUed five times covering eight 
months and one four times covering four months. The other four contin-
uances are shown in Table 20. In this court a total of fourteen child-
ren were pel'lllanently committed, the remaining children were in care at 
one time or another during the continuance but were with parents or rel-
atives at the time of compiling the infol'lllation for this thesis. These 
cases were oontiDUed by the courts but were discharged from the care of 
j' 
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TABLE 20 
CONTINUED CASES AFTER HEARIID BY COURTS 
Swmu!!l'l 
The one hundred six children in the petitions had all been 
cOIIIIIIitted to the Division. As of March 1, 1958, loihich wae at least eight 
months after the original petition, eighteen children had been perma-
nently c018111itted to DCG, forty-five were still temporarily caomitted to 
DCG awaiting final dispoai tion, and forty-two were with parents or rel-
atives awaiting adjudication and/or disposition by the courts. 
The history of placemEilt following arraignment and hearing hae 
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been shown in the previous sections. It was en.dent that in many cases 
the children went back and f'orth traa parents to DOO rmd/or the SPCC, 
and that this unsettled e:!. tuation continued over a long period of' time 
tor the families and children. 
;I 
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CHAP'l'ER VI 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
SnmmiU7 
The purpose of this paper was to stud;y the case of children 
in petitions coming into the temporar,r care of the Greater Boston Dis-
trict Office of the DCG during the period J8Il'UI1l7 1, 1957, through 
June 30, 1957: 1) to detend.ne the characteristics of the fllllil.ies in-
volved; 2) to show what agencies have been providing services to these 
flllllilies; 3) to show the nature of the court process in these cases. 
A brief history of the Division and its present function was 
presented to show the long tradition of public care and the modem phi-
losop~ it has at the present time, especiaJ..l:r in its attitude toward 
the meaning the bene has for the child. 
The writer indicated in the chapter on Family Characteristics 
that these are "hard core flllliliea" in most cases without the presence 
of a father. These fanilies are highly mobile within their 01111 OCI11-
munities and for the most part have lived a lifetime in the municipal-
ities in which they resided at the ti.ae they" becane involved with the 
courts. The thirty-ana families had one hundred forty-one children of 
whCIIl one hundred six were in the care aDd protection petitions. The 
children in the petitions had Ill age range from one week to sixteen 
years of age. Nearly half of them were of preschool age aDd the nmaber 
of children in the petitions from family units ranged from one to nine 
with 77 per cent of the oases frail flllllilies with two, three, or four 
The location ar placement of siblings not in the petition 
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showed indication of flllllily conflict or discord as there were eight il-
legitimate children of whom two had been adopted. Twelve children were 
in the care of the Division and nine were with relatives and had been 
there some t:hne. 
The families were predominantly Catholic as were the children. 
No Jewish faailies or children were involved in the peti tiona. 
The main reasons for the petitions were shown to be alcohol-
ism, children left unattended, poor housekeeping 111d prCIIlliscuity. 
In Chapter IV it was stated that preceding the t:bne of the 
petitions thirty of the thirty-one fsmilies had been active with fsmily 
and children 'a agencies. At the t:lllle of the petition thirty families 
were receiving services from the same types of agencies. The SPCC was 
active in twenty-seven cases of which four were just for the petition. 
Public Assistance agencies were active in fifteen cases, and the Divi-
sion was involved in four cases. It was also shown that eighteen !am-
ilies were on the caseloads of two agencies. 
In Chapter V the writer showed the court process in the cases 
and it was noted again that it was the intent of the law that children 
in petitions 11hould remain in their own home during the legal process. 
Only ten or the nineteen courts within the Greater Boston Dis-
trict were involved in the cases, with most of the activity in the Rox-
bury, Boston Juvenile, South Boston and Csabridge Courts. 
The petitioners were the SPCC in nineteen cases, the police 
in eleven cases (five of wnich were in Cambridge) and a relative in one 
ease. 
1i The referrals to DCG came mostly from the petitioning agency. 11 ~ =~+-~~,~=' ---~~~- ~~~~ ~ 
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In most of the cases petitioned by the police, court personnel referred 
the case to the Division. The great majority o! referrals were made by 
telephone and in over 50 per cent o! the cases on the date the petition 
was filed. In only eleven cases was the referral made prior to the date 
of petitioning, and in no case was this time as much as tw weeks prior 
to the date o! the petition. 
At the time o! the arraignment, when every resource shouJ.d 
have been explored before considering placement, alternatives to place-
ment were discussed in only eleven cases. A social worker representing 
the Division was present at the arraignments in only twenty cases, pre-
sumably because of the emergency nature of the8e petitions. 
After the arraignment o! the one lmndred six children, ninety-
two children were separated from their parents, seventy going to the 
!: DCG, twenty to the SPCC, and tw to relatives. The remaining thirteen : 
were allowed to st~ with their parents. 
At the hearings the workers !ran the Division were responsi-
ble for the court report in twenty-two cases, and it was felt that this 
resulted in more children being returned to their Ollll bane or to rela-
tives than would otherwise be the case. At this time thirty children 
who had been committed to the Division at the arraignment were placed 
with parents or relatives. Five children who had been with parents af-
ter the arraignment were committed temporarily to the Division at the 
hearing. At that t:!me only thirteen children had not been placed in 
the care o! the Division either at the arraignment or the hearing. 
I! In the adjudication made at the hearing in three cases, the 
1: i! ten children involved were permanently committed to the Division. It 
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was sho1111 that in .f:l.f'teen other cases, an adjudication was made but 
there was a stay of disposition. In the remsining ten cases there was 
no adjudication and all of these twenty-eight cases were continued. 
Some of the problE!IIIs of these continuances were discussed. 
The main problems were: The length of time involved in the extremely 
high number of continuances which meant for the families and children 
continued uncertainty and for the Division a heavy administrative bur-
den; the unavailability of adequate casework services during the time 
since faaily supervision was centered chiefly with the courts. 
Discussion 
As set up by law, the philosopey of the COIUIIOmrealth declares 
that to insure that children are protected, every effort must be made 
to strengthen and encourage flllllily life and to provide substitute care 
only when all other resources are expended. 
It would seem that tbe laws of the Camnonwealth regarding the 
philosophy of Child Welfare are adequate but the analysis of data showed 
that in actuality msny children were separated from their families with-
out adequate investigation and planning. It was not uncommon !or the 
SFCC to petition a court on an emergency basis even on cases that had 
been active with them and with Public Assistance agencies for some time. 
In four cases tha Division itself had been active, and this would seem 
to disclose a shortcOIIIing within this agency which is charged by its 
own policies for the responsibility of family supervision of children in 
its care. It would also seem to show a weakness in the relationship of 
the agency with the SPCC. 
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The Greater Boston area should be concerned about their serv-
ices in the field of Child Welfare, especially in the area of protective 
services and vorl!: with courts in the care and protection of children. 
There seems to be a limited understanding of the complementary roles of 
public and private agencies and no clear-cut division of responsibility 
between agencies and courts. 
It would sean evident that the Division should emphasize with 
the SPCC, the courts, and the police, especially in Cambridge, the phi-
losophy of the General Laws regarding care and protection of children. 
Public and voluntary agencies have a 11111tual responsibility to the CCBil-
lllll.Dity to work together creatively toward an alignment of services with 
the greatest potential for meeting the needs of children most :t'u.lly and 
most effectively. 
There seEIII to be very few alternatives to foster care place-
ment. Such programs as hanemaker service, Elllergency day care or :nnrsery 
plans, boarding banes far mother and children were not mentioned in any 
' 
of the recorda. Such measures for emergency and short-tem care fall 
within the function of the Division. With this agency doing the bulk o! 
the work and all that is involved, it seems justifiable that the Divi-
sion should bring the weaknesses o! service to the attention of the CCIII-
munity. 
Community arganization is the responsibility of all Child Wel-
fare agencies and it would seem evident that cooperative efforts at 
proper planning for the children, their families, 
overdue. 
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